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Abstract— There are many reasons may cause effort useless, impossible or incapacitating in traditional drug discovery, e.g. the traditional 
way of development a new drugs takes 10-15 years and costs 400-800 millions US dollars, and complex diseases like cancer are 
regulated by large, interconnected networks with many pathways affecting cell proliferation, invasion, and drug resistance reaching to 
deadlock [18]. The fact that most of bioinformatics tools based on linux environment when try to dock using open source the Autodock Vina 
(a next generation of Autodock 4) in drug discovery and avoided  working under windows platform (which is  common  in use) because 
from view of practice it has some gaps/drowbacks. This research offers the development of high-throughput method in both biology and 
chemistry that can be used the bioinformatics tools in drug discovery, as insilico method in drug discovery based on molecular docking 
using Windows platform, and solving all technical problems which contained it. The experimental result reveals the suggested approach 
gives windows platform results matching to linux platform, i.e. experimental result shows solving all the conjugation bugs/gaps to the 
windows platform when implementing the docking procedure. 

Index Terms— AutoDock Vina, Drug Discovery, Druggable gene, Insilico Method, Molecular Docking, Receptor, Target.   

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
HE human genome project was initiated on Oct 1, 1990, 
and the complete DNA sequence of the human genome 
was completed in 2001 (www.nhgri.gov). A large number 

of researches focus on prediction early the cancers via muta-
tions in genes caused them [1], i.e. not focusing on therapy 
techniques or drug discovery of this diseases. Central to the 
drug discovery process is gene identification followed by de-
termination of the expression of genes in a given disease and 
understanding of the function of the products. It is of interest 
that the identification in the early 1980s, of the gene believed 
to be responsible for cystic fibrosis took researchers approx. 9 
Years to discover, whereas the gene responsible for Parkin-
son’s disease was identified within a period of several weeks. 
This quantum leap in the ability to associate gene with a dis-
ease can be attributed primarily to the extraordinary progress 
that has been made in the areas of gene sequencing and in-
formation technologies. Selection and validation of novel mo-
lecular targets have become paramount in light of the abun-
dance of new potential therapeutic drug targets that have 
emerged from human gene sequencing [2, 3]. The develop-
ment of high-throughput methods in both biology & chemis-
try is therefore necessary. In addition, it has become increas-
ingly challenging to translate successfully basic scientific dis-
coveries into clinical experimental medicine and novel thera-
peutics, consequently, a new paradigm for drug discovery has 

emerged. The integration of clinical, genetic, genomic, and 
molecular phenotype data partnered with cheminformatics is 
involved in this process. Central to this process, the data that 
are generated are managed, collated, and interpreted with the 
use of informatics [4].  
 Fig. 1 shows the difference between traditional drug 
discovery and drug discovery using bioinformatics tools. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
1.1 Drug-gene Relation 
1. Explanation of Drug Work:  

May be some one asks:  
o How does a drug act anyway?  
o How does Aspirin relieve headaches?  
o Why do β-blockers lower blood pressure?  
o Where does acalcium channel blocker act?  
o How does cocaine work?  
o How do sulfonamides prevent the proliferation of 

bacterial pathogens?  

T 
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Fig. 1.   Conventional drug discovery vs. IT drug discovery [5]. 
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The answers of these questions related to purposefully de-
sign an active substance, this active substance must bind to 
a very special target molecule in the body to exert its 
pharmacological action. Usually this is a protein, but nucle-
ic acids in the form of RNA and DNA can also be target 
structures for active molecules. An important prerequisite 
for the binding is that the active substance has the correct 
size and shape to fit into a cavity on the surface of the pro-
tein, a binding pocket, as well as possible. Furthermore, it 
is also necessary that the surface properties of ligand and 
protein fit together so that the specific interactions can 
form [6]. 

 
2. Terminologies Related: 

Target: Target-based drug discovery starts with an under-
standing of the disease mechanisms and the role of en-
zymes, receptors or proteins within the disease pathology. 
Therefore, must be first understanding pathways involved 
in DNA damage and repair. As an example: Most cancer 
cells have defects in their DNA damage response. If can 
identify aberrations in DNA Damage Response DDR 
pathway functions in tumours, and can use the deep un-
derstanding of these pathways to identify new targets, ei-
ther in the aberrant pathway or in a second pathway with 
which it shows synthetic sensitivity to cell growth or geno-
toxic drugs. This will allow the development of a new gen-
eration of highly tumour-specific drugs and therapeutic 
strategies, e.g. Cancer Target Discovery CTD bridges the 
gap between the enormous volumes of data generated by 
genomic characterization studies and the ability to use 
these data for the development of human cancer therapeu-
tics) https://ocg.cancer.gov/programs/ctd2 [7]. 
Druggable gene: Subset of genes which express proteins 
capable of binding small drug like molecules. 
Ligand, it is a (usually small) molecule that binds to a bio-
logical macromolecule [7]. 
Receptor: It is any functional macromolecule in a cell 
which a drug binds to produce its effect. So what exactly 
dose this mean, a receptor is like a light switch, it has two 
functions: ON and OFF, can say the switch has been turned 
ON by Agonist which is a drug that stimulates a cell recep-
tor that would normally be stimulated by naturally occur-
ring substances in a person’s body.  For example if a pa-
tient was being treated for congestive heart failure, mean-
ing the patient’s heart could not pump enough blood to the 
rest of his body, and would need to increase his cardiac 
output. In order to increase the patient’s cardiac output 
could give the patient Dobutamine, a drug that directly 
mirrors the effects of Norepinephrine, a chemical made by 
the body, (Fig 2; a) shows this idea. While the switch has 
been trund OFF by Antagonist, which is a drug that inter-
feres with the physiological action of another substance, 
especially by combining with and blocking its receptor. For 
example if a patient arrived in the emergency room with 
an opioid overdose of Hydrocodone, would need to pre-
vent the medication from taking effect to prevent the Hy-
drocodone from taking effect would give him Naloxone to 
block the receptors in the body, thereby preventing the 
Hydrocodone from binding and causing an overdose, (Fig 

2; b) shows this idea [8, 9]. Finally (Fig2; c) shows how lig-
and receptor binding together.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.2 Insilico Methods in Drug Discovery 
Using bioinformatics companies can generate more and more 
drugs in a short period of time with low risk. Drugs are usual-
ly only developed when the particular drug target for those 
drugs’ actions have been identified and studied. In silico 
methods can help in identifying drug targets via bioinformat-
ics tools, Analyze the target structures for possible bind-
ing/active sites, generate candidate molecules, check for their 
drug likeness, dock these molecules with the target, rank them 
according to their binding affinities, further optimize the mol-
ecules to improve binding characteristics.  
The use of computers and computational methods permeates 
all aspects of drug discovery today and forms the core of 
structure-based drug design.High-performance computing, 
data management software and internet are facilitating the 
access of huge amount of data generated and transforming the 
massive complex biological data into workable knowledge in 
modern day drug discovery process.The use of complemen-
tary experimental and informatics techniques increases the 
chance of success in many stages of the discovery process, 
from the identification of novel targets and elucidation of their 
functions to the discovery and development of lead com-
pounds with desired properties [11, 12]. There are many Insili-
co methods in drug discovery in this research will use Molecu-
lar docking method. 

2 RLEATED WORK 
Oleg Trott (http://vina.scripps.edu/index.html) was designed and 
implemented AutoDock Vina as an open-source program for 
doing molecular docking in the Molecular Graphics Lab at the 

 

Fig. 2; c: Shows how ligand receptor binding together [10]. 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 

       
     Fig.2; a: Agonist work [8].            Fig.2; b: Antagonist work [8] 
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Scripps Research Institute. AutoDock Vina significantly im-
proves the average accuracy of the binding mode predictions 
compared to AutoDock 4. AutoDock Vina has been tested 
against a virtual screening benchmark called the Directory of 
Useful Decoys by the Watowich group, and was found to be "a 
strong competitor against the other programs and at the top of 
the pack in many cases". It should be noted that all of the other 
docking programs are distributed commercially. AutoDock 
Vina tends to be faster than AutoDock 4; Vina can take ad-
vantage of multiple CPUs or CPU cores on the system to sig-
nificantly shorten its running time Fig. 3 shows how autodock 
vina with multiple CPU has shortest running time [13]. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
                   
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
The motivation of previous technique imptemented using 
linux platform, but for ease use will implemented the above 
properties of autodock vina using windows platform which is 
commonly used, although facing some obstacles will solve 
them as shown in the experimental results section later. 

3 PROPOSED OF MOLECULAR DOCKING METHOD 
The general tasks of molecular docking method for drug 
discovery can summarized as flowchart shown in Fig. 4. 

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

4.1 Configuration of Molecular docking 
Docking or Computer aided drug designing: can be broadly 
classified as “Receptor based methods” which make use of 
the structure of the target protein and “Ligand based meth-
ods” which is based on the known inhibitors Fig. 5, shows 
molecular docking.It is the computational determination of 
binding affinity between molecules (protein structure and lig-
and). Given a protein and a ligand find out the binding free 
energy of the complex formed by docking them. Fig. 6 shows  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
the stages of high throughput docking for protein–ligand 

 
Fig.3.  Average time per receptor-ligand pair [13]. 

 
                    

                                          

   

 

 

  

 

Fig.4. Flowchart of Proposed molecular docking method for drug discovery 
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complex binding. 
What are the programs installation needed to start docking? 

1. Discovery Studio 4.1 Client 
2. AutoDockTools Vina 
3. AutoDockTools-1.5.6 
4. Python 3.4 
5. PyMol Molecular graphic system.  

And if needed to feel that works under Linux instead of win-
dows recommend the install: 

o Cygwin Terminal https://www.cygwin.com/ : a 
large collection of GNU and Open Source tools which 
provide functionality similar to a Linux distribu-
tion on Windows(Linux feeling - on Windows) and 
this is optional can work under windows as shown in 
the next article . 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

4.2 Implemention of Molecular docking 
Therapy takes multiple techniques some of them related with 
replacement the mutations in genes caused diseases [16], some 
other techniques focus on molecular docking in drug discov-
ery, etc. The HIV (human immunodeficiency virus)-1 protease 
is a member of the aspartyl protease family and is essential for 
the life-cycle of HIV. Inhibition of this protease prevents mat-
uration of HIV particles and has therefore, been the focus for 
the design and development of many drugs that inhibit this 
enzyme. 
1hsg is a crystal structure at 1.9 angstroms resolution human 
immunodeficiency virus (HIV). 

Now start the docking: 
• Download 1 HSG from RCSB protein database 

http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do Which is 
saved as 3D structure.  

• Open this file from Discovery Studio 4.1. Fig.7. shows 
this file.  

Separate crystalized ligand from protein: 
• Go to Scripts-Ligand Interaction-Show ligand Binding  

                     SiteAtoms to show lablel residues. 
• Go to: 

Scripts-Selection-Select Water Molecules,                      
Edit –Delete, Scripts-Selection-Select protein 
chains and Edit –Delete. 

• Save the ligand as ligand.pdb in the folder for MGL 
Tools. 

 
 
         
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
               
 
 
 
 

 
• Open 1hsg.  
• Go to: 

Script –Selection-Ligand, Edit-delete,                 
Script-Select-Select Water Molecules and                       
Edit-delete. 

• Save as 1hsg.pdb at MGL Tool folder. 
*Note: if don’t save them in the MGL Tool folder the 
result doesn’t appear. 

• Exit Discovery Studio. 
• Now run autodock from MGLTool folder but must be 

ensure the two files are inside MGLTool and run au-
todock from adt batch file only, then find this file in 
MGL Tool folder also. 

• In Autodock Tools program go to file-read molecule 
and open 1hsg.  

• Go to: 
                     Edit-Add-hydrogens-only polar. 
                      Grid-macromolecule-choose-1hsg-select molecule 

• Then the molecule will initialized save it as 
1hsg.pdbqt 

• Go to: 
                      Grid-gridbox-then set the values as: 

No. of points in x-direction=26,                                 
No. of point in y-direction=26,                                 
No. of points in z-direction=26,                                 
Spacing =1.000, X-center=16.072,                                 
Y-center=26.5007 and Z-center= 3.7748. 

• Now in this grid option dialog go to File-close current 

Fig. 5. Molecular docking [14]. 

 

Fig. 6. Stages of high throughput docking for protein–ligand complex 
binding [15] 

 
                    

                                          

   

 

 

  

 

 
  Fig. 7. 3D Structure of 1HSG in Discovery Studio 
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saving 
• Hide this molecule. 
• Open the ligand by Go to: 

                      Ligand –input- open and choose a ligand file 
                      Ligand – TorsionTree –Set Number of Torsions 
                      Put No. 6 and press dismiss 
                      Ligand-Output-Save as .pdbqt and File -Exit 

• Open MGLTool folder and copy (1hsg.pdbqt & lig-
and.pdbqt) and paste them in Vina folder in the com-
puter. 

• In vina folder create text document file name it as 
conf. and write in it : 

receptor=1hsg.pdbqt, ligand=ligand.pdbqt,                         
out=out.pdbqt, center_x=16.072,                         
center_y=26.5007, center_z=3.7748,                         
size_x=26, size_y=26, size_z=26 and                         
exhaustiveness=8. 

• Save and close conf. file. 
• Run cmd prompt : 

- Change the directory to vina folder in the com-                       
puter 
C:\ProgramFiles\TheScrippsResearchInstitute\vina. 
- Write on this folder Vina - -config conf.txt - -log                         
log.txt but be careful on every wrong space                         
because this prevents the execution of the com-                        
mand. 
The execution of this command shown in Fig. 8. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
       
 
 

*Useful Hint : now may get a message that tell win-
dows couldn’t read the file conf.txt to solve this prob-
lem go to the folder Vina on the computer and right 
click on it, choose Security, click Users and check Full 
controll then Apply. Fig.9 shows exactly what needed 
to do. 

• After the execution, write vina_split --input out.pdbqt 
the output will look like Fig.10. 

• Now open vina folder and see the nine out_ligands 
files. Then can check each of them. Fig.11 shows the 
nine ligands which has been produced on folder vina. 

• At the last stage open Pymol and open 1hsg that 
download from RCSB and ligands that produced to 

check the best docking parameters, and can open the 
ligands by click on the letter A on the right side then a 
menu appear select from it preset which open another 
menu select from it ligands. Fig.12 shows Pymol pro-
gram. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

4.3 Discussion the Results 
The results of proposed molecular docking method in 
experimental results section (4) are same to which obtained 
from method of Oleg, and Table 1 shows comparing the pro-

Fig. 9. Grant full control to the user on vina folder. 

 
                    

                                          

   

 

 

  

 

Fig. 10. Split the output file in to many ligands. 

 
                    

                                          

   

 

 

  

 

Fig. 11. Vina folder contents after the execution of conf.txt. 

 
                    

                                          

   

 

 

  

 

Fig.12. Pymol program and how ligands fit together 

 
                    

                                          

   

 

 

Fig.8. Execute conf. file on vina folder 
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posed method with Oleg.  

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
Every insilico drug discovery researcher know that perform-
ing docking in Windows PC using Autodock tools is a tedious 

job under windows but with autodock vina can enjoy this 
docking by simply solve some bugs/gaps that faced when 
docking such bugs and their solutions as follow: 

1. In the run stage windows shows Error: could not open 
"conf.txt" for reading to solve this problem go to folder 
vi-na and grant it full control. 

2. If pass (1) above and trying to write Vina - -config 
conf.txt - -log log.txt then the result does not appear, no-
tice the spaces in the sentence and modify them till exe-
cute it. 

3. The input files must be saved in MGL folder. 
4. Run Autodock from MGLtool by double click adt batch 

file. 
By solving the above problems will get the same results that 
Oleg got them with the docking as shown in section 4.  
Future work of pharmacogenomics is the study of how genes 
affect a person’s response to drugs. This relatively new field 
combines pharmacology (the science of drugs) and              
genomics (the study of genes and their functions) to              
develop effective, safe medications and doses that will              
be tailored to a person’s genetic makeup.The field of              
pharmacogenomics is still in its infancy. Its use is              
curentlyquite limited, but new approaches are under study in 
clinical trials. In the future, pharmacogenomics will allow the 
development of tailored drugs to treat a wide range of health 
problems, including cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer dis-
ease, cancer, HIV/AIDS, and asthma [17]. Fig. 13 shows the 
hope of future medicine. 
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